CENTRAL BOARD MINUTES
JANUARY 12, 1961

Absent: Datsopoulos, Morris.

The meeting was called to order by President Paul Ulrich in Conference Room 2 at 7:10 p.m. The minutes were read and corrected with the addition of "during Spring Quarter," to the first line on page 2.

BUDGET AND FINANCE
Bon announced that work had started on the budget for 1961-62. Letters have been sent to all organizations and results should start coming in by the first of February.

Bon reported that he had received a letter from Mr. Carl Persons in the form of a claim for $75.74 for damages on his 1956 Pheonix station wagon by the Victory Bell after an out-of-town Grizzly victory last fall. Bon moved that Mr. Persons' claim of $75.74 be paid, seconded by Colness.

Vassar asked when this happened. Ulrich said that the victory had been out-of-town but couldn't remember the date. The bell had been stolen, then left by the Theta Chi house next to Person's car. Vassar asked if this would be covered by insurance since he helped to recover the bell from the police station after the incident and the police were then filling out insurance forms. Bon stated that the father, Carl Persons is making the claim for his son Jim, who had the car at the time. Johnson moved that the motion be tabled until further information could be found as to the guilty parties, seconded by Whiteslaw. Johnson said that the persons responsible for the abduction of the Victory Bell should pay the claim and not ASMSU. Stone agreed with this but thought that ASMSU should pay Persons and than be reimbursed by the guilty party. Public relations would be furthered in this way. Motion passed for tabling 11-2, with Colness and Stone opposed and Bon and Cogswell abstaining.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Agen read a letter of resignation from John Montegna, chairman of Movie Presentation Committee, in which Montegna said that the problem of grades vs. activities had become an overwhelming one. Agen stated that Montegna had done an outstanding job with this committee, but with his resignation it had taken a step backward. Otherwise a movie production could have been started in the spring. Agen also said that this committee chairmanship is set up on a semi-permanent basis so that the chairman could continue through several ASMSU administrations. Agen also read a letter from Carol Spaulding, in which she stated that she would like to resign as chairman of the Alumnus Relations Committee for reasons of studies vs. activities.

Agen reported that Spaulding had also done a very good job. He said that he would like to see this committee either revised or thrown out and expressed regret that he wasn't included in Planning Board's meeting when possible revision of the Public Relations Area was discussed.

Agen reported that ASMSU will be host to parents of all undergraduates of Montana State University on February 25. A schedule of events will come out next week. As of now, the
parents will be invited to the University. Programs include lectures, a demonstration by the aqua maids, a basketball game, a Masquer production, and a banquet. A report will be submitted at the end of the quarter by Public Relations Area dealing with a budget of groups sent out by the campus. Agen expressed a wish to make better use of the funds for this purpose. Radio-TV Committee has been running a four-program series of programs; a minimum of five series will be sent to radio-TV stations. Most of these programs will be student interviews. This committee will also help with publication for the Parent's Day program. Hometown News Committee has been busy turning out campus news. It will also help with the Publication of Parents Day.

ROMSTAD MOVED THAT RESIGNATIONS FROM MONTEGNA AND SPAULDING BE ACCEPTED WITH REGRET AND THANKS FOR THE VALUABLE SERVICE OFFERED. SECONDED BY JOHNSON. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

TRADITIONS BOARD
Jack Griffith, Chairman, reported that the picture of the Homecoming Queen for 1959-61 and 1960-61 have been put up. Group pictures of ASMSU officers will be put up in the office. The committee will be pushing the Fight Song Contest. The deadline for all entries will be March 1. Other activities include work on "Hello Walk" and a location for the Aber Day plaque. New Cheerleader sweater have arrived and are being worn at the game tonight. The Christmas tree will soon be removed from the oval and the lights have been stored in a proper location. A campus wide telegram is to be sent to the Grizzlies prior to the Bobcat-Grizzly games at Bozeman. The Grizzly Growler section has been another project. Also work had been begun on the Dad's Day Football game for next fall so that dad's attending can fit this event into their plans for vacation. A trophy case has been planned to display the four trophies and one plaque at the field house and the three trophies in the Book Store. This will probably be in the Lobby of the Lodge. There will be a Pep Rally February 1 and 22, at 4:15 p.m., in the Field House the days before home games. This is on experimental basis. Griffith further reported that T-Board meets every Tuesday night at 7:30 and urged all to come.

PUBLICATIONS BOARD
Walsh reported that the following people had resigned: Genny Hicks from Publications Board; Mike Davidson as Kaimin photographer; Sue Greenfield as associate editor of the Sentinel; and Gary Guest as Sentinel photographer. Walsh said that Allan Goddard had reported for the Venture; he had said that $150 had been raised for prize money for a contest sponsored by the Venture. This plus the same amount from Student Union funds will compromise awards for three areas—non-fiction, poetry, and short story. R. Adler and Thomas Farrington have applied for Sentinel photographer positions. Action has been deferred on this and on the similar position for the Kaimin. Judy Rogers had applied for the open position for Associate Editor of the Sentinel. She had been working under Sue Greenfield. George Parks also applied. The vote was 7-1 in favor of Rogers.
WHITELAW MOVED THAT THE RESIGNATIONS OF HICKS, DAVIDSON, GREENFIELD AND GUEST BE ACCEPTED AND THAT ROGERS BE APPOINTED ASSISTANT EDITOR OF THE SENTINEL. SECONDED BY DODGE. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

ACTIVITIES BOARD
Morganstern reported that advertisement has been done on the coming Four Freshmen concert. The group is going to fly to Butte on the Western Airlines, then travel by car to Missoula on Thursday. There will be two concerts Thursday night—7:30 and 9:30 p.m. Girls will have late hours that night.

Morganstern again brought up the availability of the Hi Lo's and Si Zentner on April 21. He said that this combination will cost $2300. The "Townbeat" rated Zentner as the top upcoming band of 1960. He said that both would perform at the concert and at the dance. Zentner also has his own vocalist. The Director of the Field House at Bozeman asked if ASMSU would help arrange a tour for this group. Datapoulos had also called the booking agent to see if April 21 would be acceptable since there are various conflicts here on the 28.

A letter had been received from Duke Ellington's agent stating that he might have to cancel because of a New York appointment. Morganstern expressed that he would like Central Board to consider the April 21 suggestion. Daley asked if such a tour as suggested by Bozeman were scheduled would the price go down. Morganstern said that it would probably stay at $2300 since the groups would fly in from Los Angeles. DALEY MOVED THAT NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE HI LO'S AND SI ZENTNER BE APPROVED FOR APRIL 21. SECONDED BY WHITELAW. MOTION PASSED 11-0, WITH STONE ABSTAINING.

ELECTIONS COMMITTEE
Whitelaw reported that the petitions for Business Manager were at the Lodge desk last Wednesday. Only one application was submitted, that being from John Ulvila. The problem is that Ulvila must be replaced on Central Board. Whitelaw said that since so little time was left before the regular ASMSU Spring Elections and since interest was so low at this time of the year that he would like to propose a bylaw change affecting elections at this time of the year. WHITELAW MOVED THAT THE FOLLOWING CHANGE IN THE BY-LAWS BE APPROVED: DIVISION IV, ARTICLE I, SEC. 6. CENTRAL BOARD SHALL CALL A SPECIAL ELECTION TO FILL A VACANCY IN ANY ELECTIVE POSITION WITHIN THREE WEEKS AFTER THE VACANCY OCCURS, UNLESS THAT VACANCY OCCURS IN THE CLASS REPRESENTATION TO CENTRAL BOARD DURING WINTER QUARTER. IF THE VACANCY OCCURS IN THE CLASS REPRESENTATION DURING WINTER QUARTER, THEN THE REPRESENTATION SHALL BE APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT OF ASMSU WITH THE CONSENT OF CENTRAL BOARD BY 2/3 VOTE UNTIL THE REGULAR ASMSU ELECTIONS DURING SPRING QUARTER. SECONDED BY VASSER. STONE MOVED THAT THIS MOTION BE TABLED FOR FURTHER REVIEWING. SECONDED BY JOHNSON. Whitelaw said that elections would go ahead as planned no matter what position Central Board would take.

The motion for tabling was defeated 5-6, with BDN, COLNESS, LEE, CARLSON, WHITELAW, and MINTREE opposed, and ULVILA and DALEY ABSTAINING. Minteer asked what this would do to the rotation plan now in effect. Whitelaw said that if a case that a two year term would be filled until the election time,
three one year terms would be open in the election. An appointee would only serve until election time. Johnson said that this should be worked on further so that officers could be appointed as well as class delegates. Romstad suggests that the change be set up so that an election would occur if an appointee would be filling a term for more than one year. Johnson moved to table the motion again, seconded by Vasser. Carlson said that this motion was out of order. Ulrich ruled it in order. Motion passed 11-3, with Carlson, Daley, and Mineer opposed, Ulvila abstaining.

Bon moved that the petition from Ulvila for Business Manager be approved. Seconded by Romstad. Passed 11-0, with Ulvila abstaining.

Ulrich read a letter of resignation from Ulvila. It is necessary for Ulvila to resign from Central Board as Junior Delegate in order for him to run for Business Manager. Vasser moved that Ulvila's resignation be approved. Seconded by Colness. Motion passed 11-0, with Ulvila abstaining.

Whitelaw announced that the primary election would be next week.

Bear Paw Signs
Doug Grimm reported that a lot of work and experimentation had been done. The Highway Department has given permission for the signs to be erected on the Bonner Highway. The signs will be 20' x 13' of metal work. The lettering is on 2" planks and will be bolted onto the metal work. Grimm has been doing the lettering by himself. Permission has also been granted for the construction of a sign on Highway #10. The spot that Grimm had selected on Highway #93 the Highway Department says that they don't own. Therefore he has to contact owners for renting the property. The signs will all be placed on curves so that the headlights will shine directly on them. The Bear Paws are to help on the signs after the Sadie Hawkins dance is over. Work on the lettering will be done in Grimm's basement. The signs will be completed sometime this summer. Vasser asked if the signs will be constructed so that they cannot be damaged by visiting students from MSC. Grimm said that he thought so. The signs also are made so that they can be taken apart and moved in the case of re-construction of the highways.

Old Business
Ulrich read letters from President Newburn and Mr. Pantzer in which they stated that the costs of renovating the present tennis courts are being investigated and as of now there are no available funds for the construction of either tennis courts or handball courts.

New Business
Ulrich said that a meeting time could be established on Thursday night except for four basketball games and the Four Freshmen concert. In a straw vote, 8 voted for meetings to be held on Tuesday nights and 4 for Thursday nights. The next meeting will be Thursday afternoon, January 26, at 4:00 p.m. in the Silver Bow Room.